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Abstract
Restricted three-body codes have a proven ability to recreate much of the dis-
turbed morphology of actual interacting galaxies. As more sophisticated n-
body models were developed and computer speed increased, restricted three-
body codes fell out of favor. However, their supporting role for performing
wide searches of parameter space when fitting orbits to real systems demon-
strates a continuing need for their use. Here we present the model and
algorithm used in the JSPAM code1. A precursor of this code was originally
described in 1990, and was called SPAM. We have recently updated the soft-
ware with an alternate potential and a treatment of dynamical friction to
more closely mimic the results from n-body tree codes. The code is released
publicly for use under the terms of the Academic Free License (“AFL”) v.
3.0 and has been added to the Astrophysics Source Code Library.
Keywords: galaxies: interactions, methods: n-body simulations
1. Introduction
Soon after galaxies beyond the Milky Way were first observed, it was no-
ticed that some of them appeared to be in close proximity to one another.
Many of these close pairs and groups contained disturbed morphologies, the
cause of which was debated for much of the middle part of the twentieth
century. Speculation as to the source of the peculiar features included grav-
itational and magnetic interactions. One of the first papers to demonstrate
1http://ascl.net/1511.002
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that tidal distortions caused by gravity could produce the thin tails and
bridges seen in interacting galaxies was Pfleiderer and Siedentopf (1961).
The researchers used a simple model for the particles of the primary galaxy
in the interaction. It was treated as a point mass and was surrounded by
a disk of massless test particles. The secondary galaxy was represented by
a point mass with no resolved disk. The particles in the primary disk were
influenced by the gravity of both point masses, but not each other. This
allowed for a relatively easy set of calculations to determine the forces felt
by each particle at each time step in a simulation.
Later researchers such as Toomre and Toomre (1972) would add a disk of
test particles around the secondary galaxy and attempt to simulate models
of major mergers. The authors of that work were able to produce credible
models of four well-known pairs of interacting galaxies. This seemed to an-
swer conclusively that it was possible to recreate the general morphology of
interacting systems, especially the tails and bridges, with gravitational tidal
disturbances. These models are referred to by several names, but they will
be called restricted three-body methods in this work. The results from these
models showed that the more dramatic features of interacting galaxies are
produced by slow, close passages along parabolic or elliptical orbits. Faster
passages usually result in smaller features being generated.
This paper announces the public release of a specific restricted three-body
software implementation. The precursor to the JSPAM code presented here
was first presented in Wallin (1990) as SPAM2. It has been used since then
for parameter studies (Wallin and Stuart, 1992) and to model specific sys-
tems (Smith and Wallin, 1992), (Wallin and Struck-Marcell, 1994), (Smith,
1994), (Smith et al., 2010). The “J” in JSPAM indicates the software was
ported to the JavaTM language. This paper presents details of significant
enhancements to all language versions of the code. The code has been added
to the Astrophysics Source Code Library (Wallin et al., 2015).
Though more sophisticated n-body models with gas dynamics and stellar
feedback have been developed, restricted three-body codes remain useful.
They can generate a rough match for a wide range of morphologies. Finding
this match by manually varying the orbit parameters can be a time consuming
process, especially when running full n-body codes. Automating the search
by connecting a restricted three-body code to an optimization routine is
2SPAM is the Stellar Particle Animation Module.
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a much quicker approach. Follow-up simulations can then be performed
using self consistent, n-body codes. In the last decade, several researchers
have attempted this approach, see Smith et al. (2010) for a brief summary
of methods. The most common optimization approach is to use a genetic
algorithm or similar evolutionary code to run thousands of models in order
to converge on best-fit parameters. This multi-method modeling technique
benefits from the existence of a fast, restricted three-body code. We have
implemented our code in multiple languages to assist with integration into
larger systems. For example, the FORTRAN code can be compiled as a
library and linked directly to other FORTRAN and C/C++ codes. The
JavaTM version was integrated with a Citizen Science project called Galaxy
Zoo : Mergers that used an Applet running in the browser of each of the
volunteers that contributed (Holincheck et al., 2010).
2. Methods
2.1. Gravity in Restricted Three-Body Problem
The restricted three-body model has been used to model interacting
galaxies since the early 1970’s. The seminal models by Toomre and Toomre
(1972) using this method first demonstrated that observed tidal features
could be reproduced using simple gravitational interactions without the need
to invoke more complicated physical processes.
Since the late 1980’s, hierarchical tree codes have been commonly used to
model interacting galaxies. By reducing the n-body problem’s computational
complexity from∼ O(n2) to∼ O(n log n), problems that would be intractable
have become possible. Of course, Moore’s Law has also played a critical role
in the evolution of models. The inclusion of other physics beyond gravity,
including gas dynamics, star formation and feedback processes, and even
radiative transfer have made these models commonly used to understand
processes in interaction and cosmology (Robertson et al., 2006).
In many cases, it helps to have a detailed numerical model of a particular
interacting galaxy system. Being able to match dynamical time to stellar
population, for example, can bring a better understanding of the evolution-
ary processes. Even with these advances, modeling an observed interacting
galaxy is a time consuming process. For self-consistent tree code runs, you
need large numbers of particles to represent the halo, disk and bulge of each
galaxy. Even a modest (< 100k particle) model can take hours or even days
on a workstation to run a single model. In general, dozens to even thousands
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of models are needed to match a single interacting galaxy system. Proto-
typing systems such as IDENTIKIT (Barnes and Hibbard, 2009), have been
created to help make this process easier.
Restricted three-body models have computational advantages over full
n-body models. In these models, the gravitational field is represented with
a static potential around two moving masses. Stars are represented by non-
interacting test particles that are initially orbiting within these potentials. As
the two potentials pass each other, the tidal forces create the features seen in
interacting systems. With modern computers, a modest resolution run with
thousands of particles can execute in just a few seconds using this method.
By using the restricted three-body method, it is possible to easily produce
hundreds of thousands numerical models in a single day. Although humans
cannot easily look at this many models, automatic optimization systems such
as genetic algorithms can be used converge on the best fit model for particular
systems, (e.g., De Jong (2006)).
In many older codes, the gravitational potential in restricted three-body
codes was represented with a softened point mass. Although the models
produced with these codes had similar tidal features to those seen in nature,
using the results from the code to move to high resolution model with a self-
consistent n-body code was difficult due to the large differences between a
softened point mass potential and a self-consistent n-body code. Dynamical
friction during the interaction also causes the trajectories and resulting tidal
features to differ.
In the code we are releasing, we include a new potential in addition to the
softened point mass. This potential is derived by using the initial conditions
for a self-consistent n-body model. Details are described in section 2.2.2.
We have also included a parameterized version of dynamical friction in this
code. Some researchers have included an analytic evaluation of more realistic
potentials based on the Hernquist and NFW mass distributions. Simulations
run by Dubinski et al. (1999) and Petsch and Theis (2011) also combined
these potentials with dynamical friction following a similar prescription to
this code. Our key innovation is to make the simulations run almost as fast
as the traditional softened point mass by sampling a “unit” mass distributed
according to the Hernquist distribution and then use fast interpolation to
look up central force acceleration.
With this code, it is possible to rapidly prototype galaxy collisions and
then use the results to create high resolution self-consistent n-body models
of interacting galaxies.
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2.2. Potentials
The restricted three-body problem considered here is that of a set of
massless test particles in a system with two massive bodies. Each of the
massive bodies represents the center of mass of a galaxy. The massless test
particles are distributed around the centers of mass to represent the disk
material. The test particles do not interact with each other. The sum of the
gravitational potentials from the massive particles determines the dynamics
of the system.
JSPAM provides two different potentials. The corresponding acceleration
for the softened point mass potential has an analytic expression. The accel-
eration due to the new potential is made from sampling the potential from a
full n-body model of a three-component disk galaxy containing a halo, disk,
and bulge.
2.2.1. Softened Point Mass Potential
The softened point mass used is based on the original SPAM code de-
scribed by Wallin (1990). In this approach, we soften the acceleration of the
massless particles using the form:
~a = − GM
(r2 + 2)
rˆ (1)
Giving a resulting potential of the form:
φ(r) =
GM

[
pi
2
− tan−1
(
r

)]
(2)
To model the more extended potential of a galaxy, simulations using
the original SPAM code used a softening length typical about 0.3 times the
radius of the disk galaxy. Later in section 4.3, we will show how this potential
compares to the n-body interpolated potential and full n-body tree code runs.
2.2.2. N-body Interpolated Potential
In order to create a more realistic potential, we have adapted a modified
three-component model of the mass distribution of a spiral galaxy. A bulge,
disk, and halo mass distribution are initialized, and then a new potential
function is derived.
For our code, we follow the methodology first described by Hernquist
(1993) to specify the mass distribution in each component. The mass and
the characteristic radii of each of the three components is set in the code.
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Following Hernquist (1993) we define rc as a cutoff radius, γ as a core
radius, and α as a normalization constant. For the Halo we use:
qhalo =
γhalo
rc
(3)
αhalo =
1
1− qhalo
√
pi exp [q2halo] (1− erf(qhalo))
(4)
M(r)halo = Mhalo
2αhalo√
pi
∫ r
rc
0
exp(−x2)
x2 + q2halo
x2dx (5)
For the bulge, we use a Gaussian distribution of mass, rather than the
specific formula in Hernquist (1993). We define hbulge as a scale length and
include normalization constants for the integral.
M(r)bulge = Mbulge
4√
pi
∫ r
hbulge
0
exp(−x2)x2dx (6)
And for the disk, we define hdisk as a scale length and make the approxi-
mation that the mass is distributed with
M(r)disk =
Mdisk
2
∫ r
hdisk
0
exp(−x)x2dx (7)
While this approximation captures the drop in mass within the plane of
the disk, it does not capture the true three dimensional distribution of the
mass. For particles orbiting in the disk, the approximation works very well.
However, for particles outside of the disk’s plane, the approximation is less
valid, particularly for those particles in the inner region. For most of the
collisions we have modeled, this approximation seems to create models that
are qualitatively similar to those from hierarchical tree codes. In part this
is due to the velocity profile for this potential being flatter than that for the
softened point mass potential, discussed in Section 2.2.3. The computational
advantages of using a spherical mass distribution seem to outweigh the need
for a fully realistic potential in these models.
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Summing the mass of all the components, we can then calculate the po-
tential
Mtotal(r) = Mdisk(r) +Mhalo(r) +Mbulge(r) (8)
~a =
GMtotal(r)
r2
rˆ (9)
For all of our simulations, the potential is initialized using a “unit” galaxy.
The relative masses for this initial potential are 5.8 for the halo, 1 for the
disk, and 0.3333 for the bulge. The mass-dependent values are normalized to
1 by dividing by the sum of all three components, 7.1333. The scale length
for the disk, hdisk, is set to 1. The scale lengths for the halo, rc and rhalo, are
set to 10, and γhalo is set to 1. The scale length for the bulge, hbulge, is set
to 0.2. This “unit” galaxy can then be scaled to match the mass and disk
radius specified for any specific galaxy to be simulated.
2.2.3. Velocity Profile
When studying interacting systems, it is the particles in the outer disk
that are most likely to have their orbits perturbed. The strength of the inter-
action is often described in terms of how closely the velocity of the secondary
galaxy matches the orbital velocity of particles orbiting the primary. For a
given galaxy mass, the circular velocity of particles in the outer disk will be
relatively lower in a softened point mass potential than what is observed in
actual systems. The new potential is an attempt to overcome that discrep-
ancy. The interpolated potential (which includes the effects of a dark matter
halo) provides more realistic circular velocities for particles in the outer disk.
Figure 1 shows the circular velocity as a function of radial distance from the
center of the galaxy for the two potentials. Each potential is calculated for
the same total mass. In the case of the n-body interpolated potential (NBI),
the mass is distributed between the three components so the velocity is lower
in the disk compared to the softened point mass (SPM) potential. Two im-
portant features to notice is that within the disk (r ≤ 1.0) the NBI velocity
is flatter than SPM and that outside the disk the two potentials give similar
velocities.
2.3. Dynamical Friction
Self-consistent n-body codes have demonstrated that the orbits of sec-
ondary galaxies will decay over time. One important process that leads to
7
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Figure 1: The circular velocity as a function of radial distance for the two potentials. The
red solid SPM line designates the softened point mass potential described in equation 1
while the green dashed NBI line shows the potential for the n-body interaction potential
described in equation 9. The normalization for this graph is set so the asymptotic behavior
is the same for both potentials.
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the loss of orbital energy is scattering in the form of dynamical friction. These
codes can also produce other multi-body effects like violent relaxation. These
effects are absent in restricted three-body codes. The orbital decay, even dur-
ing a first passage encounter, can be significant. Dynamical friction plays a
key role in galaxy evolution through other interactions such as between a bar
and the dark matter halo. A parameterized version of this effect leading to
orbital decay was added to our code following the derivation in Binney and
Tremaine (2008).
A massive body M moving through a field of other massive particles
will interact with them through the gravitational force. The field particles
have individual masses much less than M . However, these field particles are
part of an overall system that is very massive and large. It is customary to
approximate this system as infinite and homogeneous, with the distribution
of velocities taken to be Maxwellian. As the body M moves through this
field of stars, the field stars will be deflected resulting in an enhanced density
behind the massive body sometimes referred to as a wake. The attraction
of this wake on the moving body is opposite in direction compared to its
velocity resulting in dynamical friction.
For a set of background masses of density ρ and a Maxwellian distribution
of velocities with dispersion σ, Chandrasekhar’s dynamical friction formula
for the acceleration becomes
dv
dt
=
4piG2M lnΛ
v3
[
erf (X)− 2X√
pi
e−X
2
]
v (10)
X =
v
σ
(11)
We define the following values useful for calculating the velocity dispersion
σ as a fuction of r
p(r) = G
∫ ∞
r
ρ(r)m(r)
r2
dr
(12)
σ = v2r =
p(r)
ρ(r)
(13)
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We calculate the density based upon the mass used in the three-component
model. In order to use the above formulas, this is equivalent to treating the
bulge and disk masses as being distributed spherically rather than just in a
disk. This allows us to calculate the integrals by summing the density for a
series of radially concentric shells around the galaxy. Outside the truncation
radius, we set ρ(r) to zero and set vr equal to p(r), which is just a velocity
when divided by the “unit” mass, to avoid floating point problems. The
Coulomb logarithm, ln Λ, is set as a constant during the simulation.
Petsch and Theis (2008) describes a more sophisticated treatment of dy-
namical friction in a restricted three-body code. Their approach includes
the ability to account for density gradients that lead to a dynamical friction
acceleration orthogonal to the direction of motion. They also implemented
four different models to calculate ln Λ. Our approach is similar to the their
“Model A”, which is just a constant value. Their “Model B” is distance-
dependent, “Model C” is an interpolation between two constant values, and
“Model D” is mass- and distance-dependent . Petsch and Theis (2008) per-
form comparisons between their restricted three-body simulations including
dynamical friction with self-consistent n-body simulations. They report re-
liable recreations of orbital decay for galaxy pairs with a mass ratio of three
to one. However, they conclude that this approach is not able to accurately
recreate the decay for equal mass mergers. The various effects felt by both
galaxies through multiple close approaches are not likely to be modeled by
simple analytic treatments. This is one of the important reasons for perform-
ing full n-body simulations. However, in cases where the two galaxies do not
undergo multiple close approaches and are otherwise not simulated to final
decay and merging, that the simplified dynamical friction treatment can still
improve the accuracy of equal mass galaxy interactions.
We have introduced a number of approximations in our implementation
of the dynamical friction force. However, our implementation allows for rapid
calculation of the force through simple interpolation. This allows us to cal-
culate the forces in our halo/disk/bulge model with dynamical friction in
close to the same time as the softened point mass potential. Any plausi-
ble treatment of dynamical friction is likely to yield more realistic results
from restricted three-body simulations. We believe our approximate imple-
mentation allows us to more easily match trajectories between our restricted
three-body code and full n-body simulations.
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2.4. Coordinate System and Orbit Geometry
The coordinate system of the orbit used in the model has its origin at
the center of mass of the primary galaxy. For modeling actual systems,
the x-y plane coincides with the plane of the sky. In these situations, the
disk orientation angles of each galaxy, position angle and inclination, are
used to rotate the respective disks to match the observed values. To run
the simulation in the plane of the disk of the primary galaxy, simply leave
the orientation angles of the primary disk at zero. Figure 2 shows a circle,
representing the orbit plane of the secondary galaxy, inclined relative to the
reference plane. The inclination angle is marked as i in the figure. The
line of nodes, where the orbit plane intersects the reference plane, is rotated
in the reference plane by the argument of the ascending node, which is Ω
in the figure. To use the full range of Keplerian orbit parameters for initial
conditions, it is recommended that the caller convert to position and velocity
vectors for the relative orbit.
Ω
i
Figure 2: The reference plane for the orbit geometry is the same as the plane of the
primary disk for an unrotated galaxy. Otherwise it is typical to treat the reference plane
as the plane of the sky.
2.5. Numerical Model
The two galaxies to be simulated are initialized with particles placed ran-
domly around the disk according to user-selected profiles and initialized with
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the appropriate circular velocities for the specified potentials. The secondary
galaxy, and its particles, is given a position and velocity relative to the pri-
mary galaxy. After initialization in which the disks of each galaxy are rotated
to the desired orientations, the model acceleration is calculated and used to
integrate the position and velocity vectors for each particle in each time step.
2.5.1. Initial Conditions
The particles for each galaxy are assigned an initial position and velocity
by the PROFILE routine. Particles are assigned to a radial distribution
based on the user’s choice of radial profile. Particles can be distributed with
a probability proportional to 1/r, exp(−r/r0), or exp(−r2/a+r∗b+c). After
determining a particle’s radial position the circular velocity is calculated
according to the user-specified central potential. The particle’s azimuthal
position is then randomized. Finally, an optional random “heat” value can be
applied to the particle’s velocity. The user specifies the maximum magnitude
of the velocity offset which is chosen from a uniform random distribution
independently for each of the three components.
In order to simulate the changes to morphology experienced by interact-
ing galaxies, the position and velocity of the secondary galaxy must be set
at a time prior to the point of closest approach, where interaction effects are
strongest. However, for ease of comparison with other models, that often
express the relative orbit of the interacting pair at the time of closest ap-
proach, we use backwards integration. Users may specify the position and
velocity of the secondary galaxy in two ways. The first is by specifying sev-
eral Keplerian orbit parameters at the time of closest approach. The second
is by providing the position and velocity vector of the secondary galaxy. The
position of the secondary galaxy and its test particles is set by the PER-
TURBER POSITION routine, which uses a backwards integration to calcu-
late the position of the center of mass of the secondary galaxy according to
the specified potential. The integration works from time t=0 backwards to
the user specified time. The test particles associated with this galaxy have
their positions and velocities updated based on the calculated starting val-
ues for the center of mass through a simple translation and then rotation
to reflect the desired disk orientation. In general, the backwards integration
time is chosen so that the two galaxies are far enough apart that interaction
effects are not yet causing the orbits of the test particles to evolve.
Assuming spherical symmetry the three-component potential is calculated
for a set of radial bins according to the analytic potential described in Section
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2.2.2. The contributions to the acceleration from each of the three component
is summed into a single array. Arrays are also computed for mass, density,
and velocity dispersion. Later, during subsequent force calculations, the
radial distance between each particle and the respective centers-of-mass is
used to lookup the force and velocity dispersion in this array. The values
are then scaled by multiplying by the appropriate mass and used in the
force calculations. It is this lookup process that gives the three-component
potential its alternate name, of n-body interpolated potential (NBI).
The period of interest for two interacting galaxies usually covers the time
when they are relatively close to one another. As such, the pre-computed
arrays have a maximum application distance. To increase the maximum
distance covered by these arrays, callers should adjust the rs internal pa-
rameter if the df module.f90 and NBIModel.java source files. To maintain
resolution of the pre-computed values, adjust the nnn parameter in the same
module.
2.5.2. Integration
Updated velocities and positions are calculated using a fixed time step,
fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator. The force calculation for the selected
potential is performed by the DIFFEQ routine. This routine operates on an
array of all particles, the two centers of mass and the test particles with each
call.
3. Software Organization and Conventions
The subroutine names, arguments, and types have been kept consistent
between the FORTRAN and JavaTM implementations. The included Make-
file includes targets for compiling each of the language versions.
The integrator code remains the same regardless of potential used. There
is a separate implementation of the DIFFEQ routine for each potential: DIF-
FEQ SPM and DIFFEQ NBI. Similarly the PROFILE routine calls the same
CIRCULAR VELOCITY function to initialize particle velocities regardless
of potential type. Inside the CIRCULAR VELOCITY function, the calcu-
lation is different depending on whether the softened point mass or n-body
interpolated potential is used. The INIT DISTRIBUTION function is where
the value for lnΛ is set for dynamical friction.
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3.1. File Formats
Particle positions and velocities are output in an ASCII text format. The
x-, y-, and z- positions and the x-, y-, and z- velocities are output as one
line for each particle in fixed width columns of 16 characters each. First
the particles for the primary galaxy are output, followed by the particles for
the secondary galaxy. The position and velocity of the secondary galaxy are
output as the last line in the file.
To view the particle positions simply plot the first and second columns of
data as the x- and y- coordinates. For convenience, the software can output
a script file that can be used with the popular GNUPlot software package to
view output from each of the time steps in an animated series. The ASCII
output file is also compatible for use with the Department of Energy VisIt3
tool.
The other major file used by JSPAM is a parameters file. It is a text file of
key-value pairs that allows control over the more than 30 simulation param-
eters. The initialization routines have default values for these parameters.
Users have the choice of using a parameters file or modifying the initializa-
tion routines to set simulation parameters. Additionally, the software can
be passed a single command line argument containing the state information
string from a simulation from the Galaxy Zoo: Mergers project.
4. Results
The precursor SPAM code has been used to produce a number of models
of actual systems that have been published. The enhanced JSPAM code has
been used with Galaxy Zoo: Mergers project and has produced models for
62 systems of interacting galaxies (Holincheck, 2013).
4.1. Models of Specific Systems
Some of the systems modeled with the precursor SPAM code include
the Sacred Mushroom (Wallin and Struck-Marcell, 1994) also known as AM
1724-622, NGC 2782 (Arp 215) (Smith, 1994), and NGC 7714/7715 (Arp
284) (Smith and Wallin, 1992), (Struck and Smith, 2003). For the Sacred
Mushroom we present a DSS image of the system in Figure 3 next to the
simulation result in Figure 4. The general shape and density distortion of
3https://wci.llnl.gov/simulation/computer-codes/visit
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the primary disk are recreated for the mushroom head, and a tidal tail is
formed that matches at least the orientation of the mushroom stalk. The
JSPAM code, which preserves the potential used in SPAM, was used to run
the simulation shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3: DSS-provided UK Schmidt R-
plate of AM 1724-622
Figure 4: JSPAM simulation of AM 1724-622
using the softened point mass potential.
The full details of the Galaxy Zoo: Mergers project will be published in a
future paper4. Here we present a specific system, Arp 86, that was modeled
during the development of that project (Wallin et al., 2010). Figure 5 shows
an SDSS image of Arp 86 next to our simulation in Figure 6. The general
position, orientation, and length of the tidal tails of the primary galaxy
are recreated as well as the lack of significant distortion of the secondary
galaxy. The length of the northern tail on the primary may appear excessive
compared to the grey scale thumbnail from SDSS, but matches the results of
n-body simulations (Salo and Laurikainen, 1993).
4The archive directory of the source code at https://github.com/jfwallin/JSPAM/
contains the input parameters and scripts necessary to recreate all 62 models discussed in
Holincheck (2013)
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Figure 5: SDSS image of Arp 86 Figure 6: JSPAM simulation of Arp 86
Table 1: The relative runtimes for the two potentials, softened point mass vs. n-body
interpolated, for various numbers of particles.
Particles SPM NBI
1,000 1.0 1.4
2,000 2.0 2.7
5,000 5.0 6.7
10,000 12.0 15.0
20,000 32.0 36.4
4.2. Timing Tests
The simulation was run for 10 time units, approximately 870 Myr, with
an integration timestep of 0.02 time units, 1.7 Myr. The runtime for 1000
particles using the softened point mass potential on the test machine was
about 300 ms excluding I/O. This is the baseline runtime. The average of 10
runs for several combinations of particle number and potential are reported
as a ratio with the baseline runtime in Table 1. The runtime is linear with the
number of particles up to 5000. For 10000 and 20000, the storage required
for particle state is greater 512KB. This exceeds the L2 cache size per core
on the test machine which resulted in super-linear increase in runtime.
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4.3. Comparison to Full n-body Models
The process of comparing the results of restricted three-body models with
full n-body models begins with the backwards integration. The secondary
galaxy is moved backwards to the starting point. The relative position and
velocity of the secondary galaxy, along with disk orientation parameters, can
then be transferred to the initial conditions for an n-body simulation. The
particles in the primary and secondary galaxies for the n-body simulation are
initialized according to the mass distribution of the same three-component
potential used in the restricted three-body code. The particles in the sec-
ondary galaxy have their positions and velocities modified based on the re-
sults of the backwards integration, e.g. particles rotated according to disk
orientation parameters, positions translated, and then center of mass veloc-
ity for the secondary galaxy added to each of its particles. Advancing the
n-body simulation forward to the same end time as the restricted three-body
simulation should produce similar morphologies. For many hyperbolic orbits
where dynamical friction does not play an import role, the initial parameters
from JSPAM produce nearly identical simulations when they are compared
to simulations run with codes such as GADGET (Springel et al., 2001),
GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005), and MASS995 (Antunes and Wallin, 2001).
However, for closed orbits or slower parabolic orbits, dynamical friction
will alter the trajectory of the orbits. For the restricted three-body model the
strength of dynamical friction is controlled by setting the value of Coulomb
logarithm, ln Λ. When performing the backwards integration step, the dy-
namical friction acts to increase the velocity of the secondary galaxy resulting
in a different starting point. Using this new starting point in a full n-body
simulation will hopefully result in an end state that appears similar to the
restricted three-body model. By adjusting the value of ln Λ, performing the
restricted three-body backwards integration, and then the forwards n-body
integration, it is possible to find similar end states. This matching process
was initially performed by hand. Harvey (2015) has developed an automated
process for adjusting ln Λ. The results for matching a restricted three-body
simulation to an n-body simulation of Arp 86 run using MASS99 is show in
Figure 7.
The JSPAM simulation shown in Figure 7 ran in about 15 seconds using
the SPM potential and 16 seconds using the NBI potential. On the same
5MASS is the Multi-physics Astrophysical Simulation Software.
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hardware, the full n-body tree code simulation takes several hours to com-
plete at the resolution shown with 64000 particles integrated using MASS99
which has a similar run time to GADGET. The SPM potential in the upper
left panels of these figures is significantly different than the full n-body run
shown in the bottom left panel. That is different than results for the NBI
potential which look very similar to n-body run. Because self-gravity is not
included, not all runs will necessarily be as similar as those shown in this
figure. However, this code can be effectively used to converge on orbital pa-
rameters for plausible matches to real galaxies while using significantly lower
computational resources than self-consistent n-body codes.
Holincheck (2013) describes the results of the Galaxy Zoo : Mergers
project that modeled 62 pairs of observed interacting galaxies using the NBI
potential with dynamical friction. All 62 pairs were successfully modeled with
comparable morphologies. Holincheck (2013) also described several methods
for estimating the uniqueness of each model as well as other convergence pa-
rameters. The advantage of running an efficient code is that 10000 or more
sets of initial conditions can be run for each system. This gives better statis-
tics for estimating uniqueness than only running a few dozen sets of initial
conditions.
The restricted three-body models from the Galaxy Zoo : Mergers project
were compared to n-body models by Harvey (2015). That work found that
over 80% of the systems were easily recreated with matching morphologies
using n-body simulations. Ultimately, researchers would like to study ob-
served interacting systems with more sophisticated codes that include star
formation and other physics. We advocate using a multi-method approach
that saves time and computational resources to narrow down most of the
orbit parameters with a restricted three-body code. By including a dynam-
ical friction term our results can be used to initialize more complex n-body
simulations with advanced physics.
5. Conclusions
The JSPAM code has produced restricted three-body simulations that
successfully recreate the disturbed morphologies of actual interacting galax-
ies. The enhanced potential based on a three-component model and including
a treatment of dynamical friction further increases the ability to transition
these simple models to full n-body simulations. Because self-gravity is not
included, this code will not produce all of the features in the more accurate
18
Figure 7: Top left panel shows the final state of a simulation run using the softened
point mass potential. The top right panel shows the final state when run with the three-
component potential of JSPAM. The bottom left panel is a simulation run using the
n-body tree code known as MASS99. The bottom right panel shows the overlay with the
three-component potential plotted on top of the MASS99 results. All panels are of the x-z
plane. The softened point mass in the top left panel is not a good match to the n-body
results where as the three-component potential is.
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n-body tree codes. However, it can be utilized to effectively explore param-
eter space when modeling the interactions of observed interacting systems.
The restricted three-body code can be used to narrow down the orbit param-
eters and the more sophisticated codes can explore parameter space related
to other effects of interactions such as star formation. In particular, this code
can be used with automatic algorithms to match galaxy simulations to real
interacting systems via genetic algorithms or similar approaches.
6. License
The JSPAM software is free software which can be redistributed and/or
modified under the terms of the Academic Free License (“AFL”) v. 3.0. The
authors also request that academic works which make use of the software
include a citation to this article.
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